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ON THE DECOMPOSITION NUMBERS OF

THE FINITE GENERAL LINEAR GROUPS. II

BY

RICHARD DIPPER

Abstract. Let q be a prime power, G = GL„(<7) and let r be a prime not dividing q.

Using representations of Hecke algebras associated with symmetric groups over

arbitrary fields, the /--modular irreducible G-modules are classified. The decomposi-

tion matrix D of G (with respect to r) is partly described in terms of decomposition

matrices of Hecke algebras, and it is shown that D is lower unitriangular, provided

the irreducible characters and irreducible Brauer characters of G are suitably

ordered.

Introduction. It is a well-known theorem that the decomposition matrices of

symmetric groups with respect to any prime p axe always lower unitriangular.

Our main theorem in this paper says that the same is true for the general linear

groups for all primes different from the describing characteristic, i.e. for all primes r

not dividing q, where G = GLn(q) for some n cz N and some prime power q.

The Hecke algebra /v[IF] of a symmetric group W over an integral domain R

plays the key role for the proof of the theorem. If r divides q — 1, then the occurring

Hecke algebras R[W] over a field R of characteristic r axe isomorphic to the usual

group algebra R W over R. Thus the representation theory of symmetric groups has

been used in [2] to give a close connection between the decomposition matrix of W

with respect to r and the decomposition matrix GLn(q).

Meanwhile, representation theory of Hecke algebras /^[IF] over arbitrary integral

domains R has been developed so far in [3] that we are able to generalize [2] to

arbitrary primes r not dividing q.

However the main work is done in [2 and 3]. So using [3] most proofs in [2] carry

over with only slight modifications to the more general situation here. So we shall

frequently refer to [2] and omit the proofs in this paper.

It should be remarked that G. James proved in [9], with entirely different

methods, results on the decomposition modulo r of unipotent characters of G,

indicating a strong connection with representation theory of Hecke algebras as well.

G. James and the author will combine both methods in a forthcoming paper, which

gives a better insight into the connections mentioned above and more details on the

decomposition matrices of general linear groups.

I wish to thank G. James for many helpful hints and suggestions.
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1. Preliminaries. Let G = GLn(q), the general linear group of rank n over the field

F with q elements, q a prime power. Throughout we will adopt the notation of [2]. In

particular r will be a prime not dividing q, and (R, R, K) is an /--modular split

system for G.

If s is a semisimple element of G, then 5 is conjugate to ilmA(j)(A), where the

product has to be taken over the set J^of monic irreducible polynomials over F, (A)

denotes the companion matrix of A e J", and mA(s) the multiplicity of A as an

elementary divisor of s. As in [2] we fix a linear order on !Fand take all occurring

products, sums, etc. over JHn this order, if not otherwise stated. Recall that the

centralizer Cc(s) of 5 in G is isomorphic to IlGLm {s)(qde&A). The Weyl group of

Cc(s) is denoted by Ws. As in [2] we consider all occurring Weyl groups as

subgroups of G.

Define the Levi subgroup Ls of G setting Ls = nGLdegA(r7)"'A<i) and the para-

bolic subgroup Ps with Levi decomposition Ps = LSUS by Ps = LSU0, where U0 is the

subgroup of all upper unitriangular matrices in G.

To * we construct as in [2] a certain irreducible character i/* of Ls using Deligne-

Lusztig operators. We choose the /?Ls-lattice S0 affording ip as in [2] and denote the

pull back of 50 to Ps by S, respectively by Ss. Note that \p is a cuspidal character of

Ls by [2, 1.3], i.e. the trivial character 1^ does not occur as constituent in the

restriction of ip to U for the unipotent radical U of any proper parabolic subgroup of

Ls (compare [11, Chapter 4]).

Let bs be the block of RPS, which contains S. In [2] the block idempotent of bs has

been denoted by es. Since we need the letter e in a different meaning in the

following, we change notation and denote the block idempotent of bs by es. We shall

frequently refer to the following:

1.1 Hypothesis, (i) RS is an irreducible /^-module.

(ii) Let V g bs be an irreducible constitutent of KSG. Then V = KS.

By [7, 2] End-RC(RSG) = R[WS] for R = K, and, if 1.1 holds, for every choice of

R G [R, R, K}, where R[WS\ denotes the Hecke algebra of Ws with respect to R as

defined in [2, §3]. We recall that K[Wf\ = KWS, the usual group algebra of Ws over

K. Since Ws = Ylam (j), where am^(s) denotes the symmetric group acting on mA(s)

letters, the irreducible AT[IFJ-modules are indexed by multipartitions X = ]~[XA,

where XA is a partition of mA(s) for Aef. The character of the corresponding

irreducible constituent of KSG is denoted by xs,\-

For a natural number m we write shortly p h- m if u is a partition of m. Let

Ms = {X = I1XA|XA I- mA(s)). Then {xs,aI^ e Ms) is called the geometric con-

jugacy class of s and is denoted by (,y)G. If t and s are semisimple conjugate elements

of G, then (t)G = (s)G. Moreover the set of characters xs,a> where s runs through a

set of representatives of G-conjugacy classes of semisimple elements and X through

Ms, is a full set of nonisomorphic irreducible characters of G by [5] (compare [4]).

In general R[WS] * RWS (R cz {R, R}), but the representation theory of R[WS] is

a remarkable ^-analogue to the representation theory of symmetric groups. It has
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been developed in [6] for R = K and in [3] for arbitrary domains R. We are going to

give a brief survey on the main results proved in [3].

So let R cz {R, R, K}. For each X g Ms we may define a Specht module Sx = S%

generated by a certain element zx = zx R of ^[WJ. Note that for R = R, the

definitions of Sx and zx in [2 and 3] coincide. Sx has a standard basis (independent

of R and q) [3, 5.6]. In particular, S£ = zx RR[WS] is a reduction mod r of

Sk = z\ kK[Ws], where reduction mod r means here reduction via the R-oxdex

R[Ws]inK[Ws].
On S£ a bilinear form is defined, which has certain invariance properties under

the action of R[WS]. In particular, if R cz [R, K), the radical Sx± of this bilinear

form is a submodule of Sx, and Dx = Sx/Sx± is either zero or an irreducible

R[Ws]-module.

For AeJ let eA be the minimal positive integer k such that k divides

1 + <7degA + q2dezA + • • ■ + ^-D^&A and define e to be the cartesian product

IleA. If XA = (l,1,2r2,.. .,krt) is a partition of k = mA(s), we say, XA is eA-regular if

either mA(s) = 0 or /•, < eA for 1 < i < mA(s). Call X = ]~[XA G Ms e-regular if XA is

eA-regular for all AeJ. We denote the set of e-regular X g Ms by Mse, and

A/, \ Afiif, by Mse. Note that for all A cz 3F, 2 < eA < r and eA = r if and only if r

divides #degA - 1.

On the set of partitions of a natural number define the dominance order t> as in

[8, 3.2] and extend this to Ms setting Xt>u if XA>uA for all Aef, where X = FIXA,

M = IluA. Finally fix a linear order ^ on Ms compatible with > (e.g. the lexico-

graphical ordering).

1.2 Theorem [3, 7.7]. Let s be a semisimple element of G.

(i) S%±= (0) for all X cz Ms and [S^\X g Ms) is a full set of nonisomorphic

irreducible K [ Ws]-modules.

(ii) Let R = R,Xcz Ms. Then Dx # (0) if and only ifX is e-regular. {F^l/x G Mse,}

is a full set of nonisomorphic irreducible R[Ws]-modules.

(iii) SR is an R[Ws]-lattice in S£ and S^ = R®RSR. Ordering [S^\X cz Mf} and

{Z>M|ju. G Ms e,} according to the linear order > on Ms (downwards), the decomposi-

tion matrix D of R[WS] is lower unitriangular, i.e. D has the form

I1      1       ° \'■    1   •

I * /
In the following Sx always means SR and S£, S^ is denoted by KSX, RSX

respectively.

Let s cz G be semisimple satisfying 1.1. Define the subalgebra A = As of RG as in

[2], and recall that / -> I(S ® 1)/L4 defines an isomorphism between the lattice of

all .R-free right ideals I of R[WS] and the lattice of all ^S-homogeneous submodules

of (5® 1)/L4 = R[WS](S® 1) = RSGes, where R cz {R, R, K}, by [2, 3.8].

For X cz Ms define the A -module Sx setting

Sx = SX(S ® 1)^ = zxR[Ws](S ® 1) < SGes.
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Then SXRG = zxSG is an /?G-submodule of SG. Moreover it is an RG-lattice in the

simple A"G-module zxKSc, which affords the character xs.x- Set Dx = RSX/J(RSX),

Dx = RSX/J(RSX) and Ex = R(zxSG)/J(R(zxSG)), where, for an arbitrary module

M,J(M) denotes the Jacobson radical of M. Now 1.2 and [2, 4.6] imply immediately

1.3 Lemma. Suppose that s cz G satisfies 1.1, and let X cz Ms be e-regular. Then Dx

is a simple RS-homogeneous RA-module and Ex is a simple RG-module. Moreover Dx

occurs in Exes as a composition factor.

Assume 1.1 and let bXp be the multiplicity of Ep as a composition factor of

R(zxSG), and aXp the multiplicity of Dp as a composition factor of RSX (X g Ms,

p g Ms e,). Note that the standard basis theorem [3, 5.6 and 2, 3.7] imply im-

mediately that R(zxSGef) = zx(RSGef) as /4-modules, where zx = zx R. So we con-

clude as in [2, 5.5/5.6/5.7/5.8] using 1.2:

1.4 Lemma. Assume 1.1. Let X cz Ms and p cz Ms e,.

(i) If p' cz Mse; then Ep = Ep, implies p = p'.

(ii) bXp < aXp. In particular bXp =h 0 forces p>X, and bpp = 1.

(iii) Let Qp < R[WS] be a projective indecomposable R\W/[-module such that

Qp/J(Qf>) = D". Then J(QP)RSG is the unique maximal submodule of the RG-module

Fp = QPRSG. In particular Ep = Pp/J(Pp) is simple and Epes = Dp as RA-modules.

For an arbitrary group H with subgroups H„ H2 we write H, ^H H2 if Hx =$ H2

for some h g H.

It is easy to generalize [2, 6.1] to the following

1.5 Lemma. Let s and t be semisimple elements of G and assume that both satisfy 1.1.

Let p g Ms e, andX cz Mr

(i) If Ep occurs as a composition factor in R(zxSG) (in RSG), then L, < c Ls.

(H)IfEpe,*(0),thenLs^cL,.

Remark. Since KSS affords a cuspidal character of Ls for a semisimple s cz G, 1.5

follows easily from [11, 4.5] as well.

2. Combinatorics. For A cz J?', let eA be the multiplicative order of qdeg A modulo

r. Thus eA = eA if r does not divide gdegA — 1, and eA = 1, eA = r otherwise. In

particular 1 < eA < r — 1. Let vr be the exponential valuation of Z associated to r,

normalized so that vr(r) = 1. Let aA = vr(qexdegA - 1) if r is odd. If r = 2, then

eA = 1. In this case we set aA = v2(qdegA - 1) if qde&A = 1 mod(4) and aA =

Vl<qd<* A + i) - i otherwise. Note that aA > 2 for r = 2.

2.1 Lemma. Let i be a positive integer, Ae J. Then vr(qldeg A - 1) > 0 i/ and only

ifeA divides i. If so, then vr(qideg A - 1) = aA + vr(i), or r = 2, q = 3 mod(4) and i is

odd. In this case v2(q'deg A - 1) = 1.

Proof. This is immediate from the definitions of eA and aA. (For odd r compare

[4, 3A].)    □
For A g J^ let w be an element of order rk (1 ^ k cz N) in some extension field of

GF(<7degA), and let T be the minimum polynomial of co over GF(c7degA). Define
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i = iA(co) g N as follows: If r is odd or r = 2 and q = 1 mod(4), let i = k - aA for

k > a and i = 0 otherwise. If r = 2 and q = 3 mod(4), let i = 0 for k = 1, i = 1 for

2 < /c < aA and i = k — aA for aA < /c.

2.2 Corollary. Lei A g J*", co, T, /c and i = iA(co) ai above. Then deg T = eAr'.

For the rest of this section let 5 be a fixed semisimple element of G, given in its

rational canonical form. Moreover we suppose that s is an r '-element, i.e. its order is

prime to r. For an arbitrary finite group H we shall denote the set of /--elements of H

by Hr. Let y cz Cc(s)r and t = sy. Then t and y are semisimple and Cc(t) < Cc(s)

= nGLmA(s)(<7deg A). Let n.yA, TltA and T\CG(s)A be the corresponding decomposi-

tion of y, t and Cc(s) respectively, and let A e !F be an elementary divisor of s, i.e.

mA(s) # 0. Let f be an elementary divisor of y cz GLm^(s)(t7degA), co a fixed root of

T and a of A. Then the order of co is a power of r, say rk. Of course GF(c7deg A)[co] =

GF(c7degA dcgf) = GF(c7)[o-co]. Let T be a minimum polynomial of aco over F =

GF(q), and let i = iA(u) he defined as above. Then by 2.2 deg T = deg A • eA- r'.

Now GL„Ms)(tfdegA) < GLmA(i.)degA(c7) < G canonically, and we may consider tA

as an element of GLm^(s)deg A(q). We conclude that mT(tA) equals the multiplicity of

f as an elementary divisor of yA cz GL„u(j)(c7degA), and we get each elementary

divisor of tA in this way. In particular, for arbitrary A ¥= T cz !F, mT(tA) + 0 implies

that deg T = deg A • eA • r' for some 0 < i g Z.

Set A, = {T g J^ldegT = degA • eA • r'} and d,■ = Lr<=,V: mT(tA). Note that

A g A0 if and only if eA = 1. So define d_, to be zero and N_, = 0 if eA = 1, and

d_, = mA(tA) and N_x = {A} otherwise. Then mA(s) = d_x + eAL°l0c/,/-'.

We call fA reduction stable (with respect to r), if there exists at most one T cz A,

with mr(iA) ¥= 0 for all -1 < / g Z. Call t = sy cz sCc(s)r reduction stable (with

respect to r), if tA is reduction stable for all elementary divisors A of s, and extend

this definition to all semisimple elements t of G in the obvious way. We shall see

later that t satisfies l.l(i) always and 1.1(h) if and only if r is reduction stable. Note

in particular that semisimple /-'-elements of G axe reduction stable with respect to r.

Let t = sy and A be as above. Define DA to be the set of all sequences (di)_x^ifEX

of nonnegative integers satisfying d_x + eAE°l0c//' = mA(s), where d_, = 0, if

eA = 1. With dA = (dt) cz DA we may associate the partition

X,A = (degA".,(eAdegA)'/o,(eArdegA)'',...,(eArMegA)Jt)

of k = mA(s) deg A. We defined in [2, §6] a partial order -< on the set of partitions

of k, which reflects the ordering < on the set of Levi subgroups of GLk(q) given by

L, < L2 if L, <GL ,q)L2, (L,, L2 are Levi subgroups of GL^g)). So define as in [2]

dA<d'A(dA,d'AczkDA)ifXdx<Xd,x.

Let Ds = Y\DA (cartesian product) and define a partial order -< on Ds setting

d < d' (d = YldA, d' = Ud'A, dA, dAcz DA) if dA < d'A for all Ae^. Fix a linear

order < on Ds compatible with < . However \DS\ = k < oo. So we may write the

elements of Ds as the increasing chain dj<d2< •••  < dk.

So far we have constructed a map from sCG(s)r into Ds. For t = sy, y cz Cc(s)r,

the image of t under this map is denoted by dr If d, = dy. (1 < i < Jfc), we call

j = ht^(y) the s-height of y. Note that t' = sy' (y' cz CG(s)r) is conjugate in G to t if
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and only if y andy' are conjugate in Cc(s). In particular, if t and t' are conjugate in

G, then d, = d,.. From the definition of d, and Lt we get immediately

2.3 Lemma. Assume that s has only one elementary divisor, and let t = sy, t' = sy'

(y, y' cz CG(s)r). Then L, < G Lt, if and only if A, < Ar. In particular L, = Lr if and

onlyifhts(y) = hts(y').

Let j again be an arbitary semisimple /-'-element of G, and let A e J^be an

elementary divisor of s, a a root of A. For 0 < / e Z set j, = eAdeg A • /-'. For

2 < / g Z fix an element co, of order r"A + ' in GF(qJi). If r is odd or r = 2 and q = 1

mod(4), then fix u, in GF(c7yi) of order r"1 + l, and if r = 2 and q = 3 mod(4), then

let coj be an arbitrary 2-element in GF(c72degA) of order > 4. If eA > 1 fix an

element co0 of order r"x in GF(c7y°) and set u_, = a. If eA = 1, set co0 = a and

u_, = 0. Then GF(c?deg A)[co,] = F[au,] = GF(q*) for all 0 < i cz Z with co, * a.

For 0 < / g Z with co, # a let A, be the minimum polynomial of aco, over F and A',

the minimum polynomial of co, over GF(c7degA). Set A_, = A and A'_, = X — 1 if

eA > 1, and A_x = A'_, = 0, A0 = A and A'0 = X — 1 if e = 1, where we consider 0

as an irreducible polynomial not occurring as an elementary divisor, i.e. m0(t) = 0

for all semisimple elements t of G.

For dA = (d,) G DA defineyA cz CG(s)A setting^ = n°°=_xdi(A'i) (matrix direct

sum), and for d = ric/A g Ds set yd = n,yA. Note that yA cz CG(s)r. All elementary

divisors of tA = syd axe of the form A; for some elementary divisor A of 5 and some

-1 < i g Z. Moreover mA (td) = d,, where d = T\dA and dA = (df) cz DA. Now, for

1 < j < k, let yj = yA and tj = syj. Note in particular that tx = s, since d, = Y\dA

with dA = (dt), where d^x = wA(i) and c/, = 0 (0 < / cz Z) if eA > 1, and c/0 =

/wA(i) and d_, = 0 = c/, (1 < i G Z) if eA = 1.

Obviously [2, 6.3] now holds analogously replacing sS(Bs) by sCG(s)r. The

following iemma is immediate from the definitions as well:

2.4 Lemma. Let s be as above and 1 < j ^ k. Then tj is reduction stable.

For the rest of this paper we shall replace all occurring indices of the form tj

(1 < j < k) hyj itself, e.g. W,= W,, Sj = S,, etc. Note that in particular M, = Ms,

MUe- = Mse, and W, = Ws.

LetX = nXA G Mx, i.e. XA I- mA(s)(X cz&). Let XA = (1*',2k\...,mk™), where

m = mA(s). Then I.™=xkvv = m. Let k„ = eAkv + d_, for some d_x g Z with 0 <

d_, < eA, and let kv = E°°=0 c/,("V be the r-adic expansion of kv. Set ci, = L"/=x d\v)v.

Then c/^ + eJLf^d/ = m = mA(s). Thus c/A = (d,).1<ieZ cz DA and d = UdA

cz Ds, i.e. d = dy for some 1 <y < k. By [2, 6.3] mA(tj) = c/,, and obviously

d, =  E rf/'V =  I ^")"-

Therefore XA = (1^",...,j-^'v>,. . .,/v(/;M) is a partition of di = A:. If eA = 1, then

eA = r for 0 < i g Z, and d_x = 0. By construction, 0 < c//"' < /• for all 1 < »» < d„

hence XA is eA -regular. If eA > 1, then eA = r for 0 < i cz Z by 2.1, and eA = eA =

eA    < r. By construction d_x < eA = eA i and 0 < d\v) < eA = r for all 1 < v < d„
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hence in all cases XA is eA -regular for all -1 < i G Z. Taking the cartesian product

over all A g J^and all -H i e Z we have defined an e-regular element ixx of A/,,

i.e. ux g Mje.. This defines a map X •-» fix from Mx into \Ak_xMje,. Note that this

union is disjoint by [2, 6.3].

As in [2] an inverse mapping may be constructed easily, so [2, 6.4] holds

analogously, i.e. the map constructed above is a bijection. In the following we will

identify M, with U*_, M- e, by this bijection.

3. The theorem. Fix a semisimple /-'-element s of G. Let Bs he the union of all

blocks of RG with semisimple part s, where the semisimple part of an /--block of G is

defined as in [4, 5D]. It should be remarked that e = YleA plays an important role in

the classification of the /--blocks of G, where eA (A cz S^) is defined as in §2. In fact,

the blocks, which are contained in Bs, may be parametrized by e-cores of elements of

Ms, the so-called unipotent parts of the blocks. Moreover, if BsX denotes the /--block

of G with semisimple part s and unipotent part X, a defect group 8(BS x) of Bs x,

contained in CG(s), has been determined in [4, 5D]. P. Fong and B. Srinivasan

showed in [4, 7A] as well, that (xsy,p.\y G &iBSi\), the e-core of u = X} is the set of

irreducible characters in BsX, and in [4, 8A] that the set of characters of the form

Xs (u G Ms) in Bs x restricted to Gr, span the Z-module generated by the irreducible

Brauer characters in BsX. They proved this all under the additional condition that r

is odd. Recently M. Broue and L. Puig found an entirely different proof of it, which

works for the prime two as well [1]. But the prime two case can be worked out too,

using P. Fong's and B. Srinivasan's methods, replacing in several places arguments

which work only for odd primes r by ad hoc arguments for r = 2 (e.g. in [4, 3D]).

Let us return to the union Bs of blocks with semisimple part s. By [2, 2.1/2.3] s

satisfies 1.1. It is easy to extend [2, 6.7] to the following:

3.1 Lemma. Let y cz CG(s)r, t = sy, and assume that t is reduction stable. Let

y' g CG(s)r n L, and t' = sy'. Then t and t' are conjugate in G if and only if they are

conjugate in Lr

Let t = sy,y cz CG(s)r. Let V cz b, be an irreducible constituent of KS/P and \p the

character afforded by V. Denote the restriction of ^ to Lt by x- Since the semisimple

part of bt is s (where we identify blocks of L, with their liftings to P,),x G (sy')L' f°r

some y' cz CL (s)r. Thus the AX,-module affording x is a constituent of the KL,-

module KSfv',, replacing G by Lt.

Using [2, 1.2], the orthogonality relations for Deligne-Lusztig operators [11, 6.14]

and Frobenius reciprocity we see that sy' and / has to be conjugate in G (compare

the proof of [2, 2.3] and [2, 6.9]). If t is reduction stable, t and sy' has to be conjugate

in Lt by 3.1, hence L, = Lsy, by construction of L, and Lsy, respectively. In

particular KSfy = VL is irreducible and V £ KS,, showing that / satisfies 1.1 (ii).

Assume that t is not reduction stable. So let AeJ, mA(s) ¥= 0 and -1 < i e Z

such that there exist two different elementary divisors of t in A,, say T, T'. Then

t = B + (T) + (V) + C (matrix direct sum) for some matrices B and C. Let t' cz G

be defined setting t' = B + (V) + (T) + C. Then t and /' are conjugate in G but

not in L,. Moreover by [4, 8A] St and S,, axe both contained in the block b, of RP,.
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Using [2, 1.2, 11, 6.14] and Frobenius reciprocity once more, we see that the

irreducible AT^-module KS,, contained in b, is different from KS, and occurs as a

constituent of KS/P. We have shown

3.2 Lemma. Let t cz G be semisimple. Then t satisfies l.l(ii) // and only if t is

reduction stable with respect to r.

3.3 Lemma. Let t cz G be semisimple. Then t satisfies l.l(i). Moreover RS, = RS,,

where j = ht s(y) for the r'-part s and r-part y of t.

Proof. We have to consider S, as an RL,-modw\e contained in the block b, of Lr

So we may assume that t has only one elementary divisor V of degree n. Conse-

quently .? has only one elementary divisor as well, say A. If deg T = deg A, then

Ls = L,= G and Bs contains just the block b,. By [4, 7A] b, has a cyclic defect group

and contains only one irreducible Brauer character by [4, 8A]. From this the

assertion follows immediately.

So assume that deg T > deg A. Then n = eAdeg A ■ rh, s = eArh(A) and t = (T)

for some 0 < h G Z. Let t' = (Ah) cz G, where Ah cz Jms defined as in §2. Then

L, = L,, = G, d, = d,. and hts(y) = hts(y'), where y' denotes the r-part of t'.

Moreover M, = M, e. contains just one element, say X = F[Xr, with Xr = (1) and

Xr = (-)forT * T' Gjf.

As in §2 let Ds = [d,,... ,dA.}. Then ht5(>>) = k. We may assume by induction on

n that the assertion holds for all L , 1 <_/' < k — 1, since L. = Lk implies j = k by

2.3. By 2.4 and 3.2 /y (1 < j < k — 1) satisfies 1.1. So we have defined by 1.3 for

each u cz Ms = Mx = U*Li MJe, with ju # X an irreducible /?G-module E^ contained

in Bs. Let X # jti, u' cz Mx and assume that E^ = E^,. Let jti cz Mj e,, ju' G My e,,

1 <j, j' < k — 1. Then by 1.5 L- ^c Ly and Ly, ̂ c L,, hence j =/ by 2.3, and

then ;ii = p.' by 1.4. So far we have found all but one irreducible RG-module in Bs by

[4, 8A]. Let E be the remaining irreducible /?G-module in Bs. By 1.5 E^ does not

occur as a composition factor of RS, = RS/ for X =£ /x g Mx. Thus F is the only

composition factor of RS,, and as in [2, 6.9] we conclude from [2, 6.5/6.6] that the

multiplicity of F as composition factor of RS, is one, showing that RS, = E is

irreducible. This applies to /' as well, so RS, = RS, = E, and the lemma is proved.

□

As an immediate consequence we get the following theorems:

3.4 Theorem. Let t cz G be semisimple. Then t satisfies 1.1 if and only if t is

reduction stable. If the r-part of t has s-height j (s the r'-part oft), then EndRC(RSf)

= R[Wj]. Finally R ®R EndRG(SG) = EndRG(RS,G) if and only if t is reduction

stable.

3.5 Theorem. Let x be an irreducible cuspidal character of G. Then x restricted to

Gr. is an irreducible Brauer character for all primes r not dividing q(G = GL„(cjr)).

3.6 Corollary. Let s be a semisimple r'-element of G, and let tj (1 </ < k) be

defined as in §2. Then tj satisfies 1.1 for allj cz (1,-k }.

So far we have defined for each p£M,an irreducible /\G-module Ep by 3.6, 1.3

and [2. 6.4]. We proceed now as in [2] to prove our main theorem: First we use 1.3,
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2.3, 1.5 and 1.4(i) to show that {Ep\p g M,} is a full set of nonisomorphic

irreducible /?G-modules in Bs, provided 5 has only one elementary divisor [2, 6.10].

Then E  = E as well, where Ep (p G M,) is defined as in 1.4(iii) [2, 6.11].

Next we denote for an arbitrary semisimple /-'-element 5 of G the multiplicity of

Ep as a composition factor of R(zxSG) by dXp, where p g Mje,, X cz My, 1 < j, j' <

k.

The (\My\ X \Mj e,\)-matxix (dXp) is denoted by Dyj and the decomposition matrix

of R[Wj[ by DL Replacing r' by e' the proofs of [2, 6.12 and 2, 6.13] carry over word

by word, showing the following theorems.

3.7 Theorem. Let s be a semisimple element of G. Then the following holds:

(i) {E \p G M,} is a full set of nonisomorphic irreducible RG-modules in the union

Bs of r-blocks of G with semisimple part s.

(ii) Let 1 < j, /" < k, p cz Mje,, X cz M;. Then dXp ¥= 0 implies that Ay < d;. In

particular, if j < j', then Dyj = 0.

(iii) Djj = D J for allj cz {!,...,k).

3.8 Theorem. Let s be a semisimple r '-element of G and let Bs be the union of all

r-blocks of G with semisimple part s. Then there exist 1 = yx, y2,... ,yk cz CG(s)r and

a bijection between Ms and the disjoint union Uy=1A//e, such that {Ep\p cz Mje.,

1 < j < k} is a full set of nonisomorphic irreducible RG-modules in Bs. Ordering

l,...,k downwards, the decomposition matrix D ofBs has the following form:

lDk 0 \

/)= ^    . ' ■    D1

\ * I

where D^ (1 <y" < k) denotes the decomposition matrix of the Hecke algebra R[ Wf\.

Furthermore, the irreducible characters and Brauer characters in Bs may be ordered

so that D is lower unitriangular, i.e. has the form

(1     j       0

D =
1

\        * I

3.9 Corollary. Let G be a finite general linear group defined over a field F of

characteristic p. Let r # p be a prime. Then the decomposition matrix of G with respect

to r is lower unitriangular for a suitable ordering of the irreducible characters and

Brauer characters of G.

However, [2, 6.13] generalizes as well:

3.10 Corollary. Let s = FIwA(^)(A) be a semisimple r'-element of G = GL„(<7).

Define the Levi subgroup L of G setting L = nGLmA<i)deg A(c7) and let b be the union
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of all blocks of L with semisimple part s. Let Bs be defined as in 3.8. Then the following

hold:

(i) Let VQ be an RL-module in b and V < V0. Then V —> VG defines an isomorphism

from the submodule lattice of V0 onto the submodule lattice of VG.

(ii) The decomposition matrices ofb and Bs coincide.

Let s be as in 3.10, y cz CG(s)r and t = sy. Let j = ht,(>>). By [4, 8A] (t)c c Bs.

So we may ask what we can say about the part of the decomposition matrix D of Bs

which corresponds to the geometric conjugacy class (t)G. We have seen in 3.3 that

RS, = RSr Let X cz M,. By [2, 4.5] zxKSG affords the irreducible character x,.\ of G.

As in the first section let b, be the block of L, containing KS,, and e, be the block

idempotent of br However L, = L} by construction of d,, L, and hts, and e, = e-,

since RS, = RSy

Now R(zxSG) is a reduction modulo r of zxKSG. Moreover we have seen in the

first section that R(zxSGe,) = zx(RSGe,) as ,rc4,-modules, where the subalgebra A,

of RG is defined as in [2, §3].

Since e, = e-, zx(RSGe,) is an /^-submodule of RSG as well. By 3.10 we may

assume that 5 has only one elementary divisor. So we conclude as in [2, 6.12] that the

multiplicity dXp of Ep (p cz MJe.) as a composition factor of R(zxSG) equals the

multiplicity of the RA -module Dp as a composition factor of zx(RSGe,).

By [2, 3.7], the latter equals the multiplicity of the /{[JFJ-module Dp as a

composition factor of zxR[Wj[. However /([W7,] is a standard Young subalgebra of

R[Wj\. Now [3, 7.4] implies immediately that zxR[Wj[ = RSX ®R[iV]R[W,] has a

Specht series (independent of q), which may be calculated by the Littlewood-

Richardson rule [8,16.4].

Denote the (|Af,| X \M}e.|)-matrix (dXp) by Dtj and let dx" be the multiplicity of

RS" in a Specht series of zxR[W/ (n cz Mf).

3.11 Theorem. Let s be a semisimple r'-element of G, y cz CG(s)r and t = sy. Let

j = hts(y)- Then the following hold:

(i) Let p cz Mj, e,, 1 < /' < k, X cz M, and assume that Ep occurs as a composition

factor in R(zxSG). Then Ay < Ay.

(ii) Let X G M,, and assume that RS" occurs dx" times in a Specht series ofzxR[Wj].

Then the row of DtJ corresponding to X cz M, is T,^eM dXp-r^, where r^ is the row of

Djj = DJ corresponding to u G A/;.

Proof, (i) follows as in [2, 6.12] using (3.10), and (ii) has been proved above. □

Remark. We do not say anything about the multiplicity of Ep (p cz My e.) as a

composition factor of R(zxSG) fox j' <j. The result above indicates that this is

given by the Littlewood-Richardson rule as well, i.e. it may be conjectured, that

3.11(ii) holds analogously replacing the matrices Dtj and Dn by the part of the

decomposition matrix of Bs which corresponds to the geometric conjugacy class (t)G,

(tj)G respectively.

In [9] G. James defined for the special case s = 1, X G Ms, an analogue to the

Specht module Sx in a characteristic free way for the general linear group. He

proved as well an analogue to the Specht series theorem [8, Chapter 17] (compare
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[10, §15]). This implies in particular that the Littlewood-Richardson rule holds in

fact for the unipotent of G and for their reductions modulo /*. This gives a good

reason that the conjecture above is true.

As a final application we get

3.12 Theorem. Let P be a parabolic subgroup of G with Levi complement L. Let V

be an irreducible RL-module, which affords a cuspidal character of L, lifted to P. Then

all indecomposable direct summands of RVG are liftable.

Proof. First of all we may assume that L = L, for some semisimple t of G and

V = S,. Since RS, = RS,, for some reduction stable /' in G by 3.3, we may assume

that t is reduction stable. So t satisfies 1.1 by 3.4, in particular FndRG(RSG) =

R ®REndRG(SG). As in the case of permutation modules, this implies immediately

the assertion of the theorem.   □

Remark. Obviously a direct indecomposable summand of RSG may be lifted to a

direct summand of SG provided t is reduction stable. This does not hold, in general,

if t is not reduction stable.

The indecomposable direct summands of RS/ correspond bijectively to the

indecomposable direct summands of the endomorphism ring of RS/, i.e. to the

projective indecomposables of /\[IFr] (/ reduction stable). So, if p g M,e,, then the

character of KP , where RPp = Pp and the /?G-module Pp is defined as in 1.4(iii), is

given by the column of the decomposition matrix of R[W,[ corresponding to

P e ATM-
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